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Odysseus Strengths And Weaknesses | eNotes
Odysseus (Latin Ulixes, Ulisses) - is a main hero of Odyssey and main axis of the epic. He is the king of Ithaca, son of Laertes, husband of Penelope and father of Telemachus. Among Odysseus's character traits on the first place we can put cleverness and slyness.
Odysseus in The Odyssey | Shmoop
Quote #1. (Odysseus, in his tale:) '"Dear friends, surely we are not unlearned in evils. This is no greater evil now than it was when the Cyclops had us cooped in his hollow cave by force and violence, but even there, by my courage and counsel and my intelligence, we escaped away. I think that all this will be remembered some day too.
Odysseus Strengths
1. Courage. 2. Intelligence. 3. Confidence. 4. Ambition. 5. Physical Strength. 6. Nobility.
Odysseus' strengths are _____ and his weaknesses are ...
Odysseus does have extraordinary strength, as he demonstrates in Book 21 by being the only man who can string the bow. But he relies much more on mind than muscle, a tendency that his encounters showcase.
How Does Odysseus Show Strength? | Reference.com
Odysseus has many strengths. Some of the best or most noted ones are his cunning and cleverness, which are often noted by gods and goddesses in the story, especially Athena. He thinks ahead, like when he brought wine to the Cyclops cave, worried that they would have to deal with someone unpleasent.
What are all of Odysseus' strengths - Answers
Odysseus' Strengths and WeaknessesThe Odyssey by Homer is a metaphor for one man's spiritual quest. Throughout thestory Odysseus develops and growth. Odysseus learns how to use his brain instead of hishands. He starts to listen to the advices of differ...
SparkNotes: The Odyssey: Themes
The protagonist of The Odyssey, Odysseus is a classic epic hero. He is by turns cunning, deceitful, clever, prudent, wise, courageous, and impulsive. A distinguishing characteristic about him is that his mental skills are just as strong as his physical strengths, and this ability helps him escape some dangerous situations.
10 Odysseus Strengths and Weaknesses | Flow Psychology
Odysseus has many strengths, such as courage, intelligence, nobility, confidence and ambition; however, he also has weaknesses such as a love of glory, severe pride, a quick temper and a lack of patience.
Odysseus' Strengths and Weaknesses - WriteWork
Odysseus' compassion--and trust in his men--are strengths as long as his men follow his instructions. These same traits, however, become weaknesses only in hindsight--when his men betray his trust--and the Helios island episode becomes an example of a strength that evolve into weakness.
Odyssey Flashcards | Quizlet
However, Odysseus’s strength rarely helps him achieve his goals in the long term, but instead mostly helps him gain respect from the people he impresses. A common Homeric trait of heroes seen in...
What Were Odysseus' Strengths and Weaknesses? | Reference.com
In Homer's epic poem "Odyssey," Odysseus shows strength during the 10-year Trojan War, when blinding Poseidon's son and by stringing a bow that no other man can string. He also shows strength during his 10-year voyage home, during which he outwits the Sirens and escapes Scylla and Charybdis.
The Odyssey Quotes | Shmoop
Strength, bc Odysseus knows the Cyclops are bad. Patience. Strength, bc Odysseus waits for the right time to kill Cyclops. Brave. Strength, bc he offers wine to Cyclops. Clever. Strength, bc he lies about his name saying its Nohbdy. Leadership. Strength, bc he cheers on his men. Strength.
Odysseus as a Hero in ‘The Odyssey’ - Michael B - Medium
Find an answer to your question Odysseus' strengths are _____ and his weaknesses are _____ A. intellect and fortitude, curiosity, and pride. B. pride and curi…
SparkNotes: The Odyssey: Odysseus
Odysseus' massive strength is useful if you're on his good side, but you really do not want to tick this guy off.
What are Odysseus' strengths and weaknesses? - Quora
Odysseus' greatest weakness is his pride. Although pride can be a good thing, he is claimed to possess too much of it. This is shown in an act of hubris in book nine of the Odyssey, when Odysseus taunts the Cyclops Polyphemus after blinding him, which leads Odysseus to be cursed by Poseidon.
What are Odysseus' weaknesses? - Answers
Odysseus, as a noble Greek warrior, is expected to possess great physical strength, and, in a number of places throughout The Odyssey, Odysseus displays feats of strength far in excess of anything anyone else could do.
How did Odysseus's physical strength help him in The ...
Odysseus. Odysseus has the defining character traits of a Homeric leader: strength, courage, nobility, a thirst for glory, and confidence in his authority. His most distinguishing trait, however, is his sharp intellect. Odysseus’s quick thinking helps him out of some very tough situations, as when he escapes from the cave of the Cyclops in Book 9,...
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